
Agenda Public Comment: Return to School Update 

 

 

Lucy Partridge 

Community Member 

Salem 

 

 

I believe that there should be no full reopening of public schools in the Salem/Keizer district until 

vaccines are available and administered to all community members. I understand the mental health and 

burnout toll that online school creates for students (As I am doing online college) and staff but a full 

reopening right now is premature and will harm those in our community who are already vulnerable. I 

was a former student of the Salem-Keizer school district for 13 years who lives in Salem and I 

understand how hard our teachers and staff work for kids every day to create a positive and nurturing 

school environment. I am a strong advocate for a safe and healthy school experience for every individual 

and I simply do not believe Salem-Keizer has the capacity to fully open at this time. Federally we are 

already lacking in a quick and effective vaccine distribution and who is to say that all these students are 

social distancing and following COVID-bylaws outside of the classroom? While kids under 16 may suffer 

the least from COVID-19, think about the impact this will have on their family members and staff who 

get exposed. I do not believe the district is taking student/parent/staff concerns seriously and that 

enforcing six feet social distancing laws will not be possible if schools fully re-open. I highly encourage 

that the board considers community input more, especially when they claim to advocate for students of 

color and COVID-19 just increases existing forms of oppression these students already face.    



Agenda Public Comment: Election of Board Members by Zone 

 

 

Jim Scheppke 

Community Member  

Salem 

 

 

Dear School Board: 

I ask that you all support Resolution No. 2020213 proposed by Director Lippold. There is a reason that 

BIPOC communities in Salem-Keizer have been so terribly underrepresented on our School Board. It is 

at-large voting that is the cause of this. I have seen this first hand, working on the campaigns of Levi 

Herrera-Lopez, Raul Marquez and David Salinas. None of these outstanding, well-qualified candidates 

came close to the vote totals of their opponents. I fear that we may never elect a Latinx member of the 

School Board until we change the voting practice. At-large school board elections are systemic racism. 

You have it in your power to change this. I implore you to do so. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Scheppke  



Agenda Public Comment: Return to School Update 

 

 

Robert J Glasgow 

SKEA 

Keizer 

 

 

Dear Superintendent Perry and Members of the SKSB: 

I would like to speak against returning to in-person learning unless the absolute safety of this return can 

be verified. Additionally, I believe the stated motivation for this return must continue into a post-COVID 

world.  

About a year ago, our school board heard testimony after testimony from teachers that were trying to 

make clear that healthy and solid connections were difficult to establish in bloated classrooms. Some 

were at 40+ students. I was one of the many that testified.  

The final word was granted to a member of the SKSD budget committee that was speaking as an 

individual. She made the observation that instructors advocating for more teachers and smaller classes 

were predominantly white, and somehow projected this as an overall misunderstanding of the benefits 

of a smaller student per teacher ratio.  

At best, that moment struck me as odd. Obviously, getting to know our students is a question of time 

and logistics. In a bloated classroom, it is much more difficult to maximize these variables. This is true 

for all of our students. 

In the end, the SKSB voted to add more district level directors and seek professional development for 

staff in lieu of hiring more teachers. 

Soon after this testimony, we were presented with the crisis of our lifetime. The post-COVID narrative 

validates classroom connections as extremely important, especially for Black, Hispanic, LGBTQ+ and 

other historically marginalized students. 

The importance of these connections is seen as so crucial that it supersedes the risk of exposure to a 

deadly pandemic. 

My question is the following: Now that we know the importance of in-person classrooms and personal 

connections, will the SKSD hire more teachers to make classrooms more personable for students once 

COVID 19 is gone? Or, will we go back to the notion that a stuffed classroom doesn’t change reality and 

means getting more bang for a buck? 

Thank You 

Robert J Glasgow  



Agenda Public Comment: Return to School Update 

 

 

Lorien Brooks 

Parent  

Salem 

 

 

In today's current high rates of infection, rates higher in Marion County than either Oct or Nov when 

schools were closed, it is reckless and wrong to ask families to send their youngest children back to 

school. Especially when the only option offered by the district is for them to stay home would be to 

loose their friends, their teachers whom they know and trust, and to loose their local school. I ask that 

ALL families be allowed to make their own decisions on the health and safety of their families during this 

time, which includes keeping students in the CURRENT learning model: keeping their children with their 

local school and teachers, yet at home. Children cannot be vaccinated yet, so no one can correctly say 

that school is safe. Outbreaks have been happening at schools across the country all year. Please don't 

let the vocal few risk the lives and health of the rest of our children. Let our children stay home and 

continue to learn as they have been all year.  



Agenda Public Comment: Black History Month Proclamation  

 

 

Brett Stoner-Osborne 

Community Member 

Salem 

 

 

I am in support of the adoption of the Black History month proclamation (6a) However, I want to remind 

the school board that Black History cannot be contained entirely within the shortest month of the year. 

Black history is woefully undertaught in our schools, it begins long before the founding of our country 

and too few American students are taught the full breadth of this history, including how it relates to 

struggles faced in the present day by Black and other BIPOC people in our school district, state, and 

country. To that end I would like to encourage the school board to lift up its Black students and take a 

stand on the right side of Black history by permanently removing SRO's from Salem-Keizer Schools this 

Black History month. SRO's are a huge part of the school to prison pipeline which disproportionately 

harms Black and other BIPOC students in our district compared to White students. 

I am in favor of passing Agenda item 6c. To change our school board member elections process to a by-

Zone system. This is a needed change that will make it easier for underrepresented neighborhoods in 

our district to gain representation on the school board. 

Finally, at this time I am against agenda item 7c to approve the understanding between SKSD & SKEA on 

the Elementary Hybrid Learning Scheduling. I don't think we should be allowing any students back into 

brick & mortar schools until we can ensure that every vulnerable member of our community is fully 

vaccinated which is not likely to be the case until at least this summer. Reopening schools, even in a 

hybrid model, creates a risk of exposing kids, teachers, and their vulnerable family members to COVID. 

Therefore, barring an unexpected rapid increase in equitable vaccine rollouts across the state, I would 

discourage the school board from approving this measure and from allowing our kids to return to brick 

and mortar school until we can be certain that older & vulnerable family members are fully vaccinated.  



Agenda Public Comment: Election of Board Members by Zone 

 

 

Sarah June Rohrs 

District Staff  

Salem 

 

 

I urge the board to adopt the resolution under agenda item 6C. This would allow school board 

candidates to be elected by voters in their zone rather than elected by voters at-large, throughout the 

district's large boundaries. Eliminating the at-large barrier would be more just and create favorable 

conditions for fairer and truer representation on the board. Under current conditions candidates must 

raise tens of thousands of dollars to reach all voters in the district, a barrier for some who might 

consider running for the school board. Further, the board lacks true racial representation of the 

community. Eliminating the at-large system could help encourage candidates of color to run for office, 

and for voters in those zones to turn out to cast their ballots. As you know, voter turn-out for school 

board races is now extremely low. The board would serve the community well by adopting this 

resolution. Thank you.  



Agenda Public Comment: Election of Board Members by Zone 

 

 

Krista Hoffman 

Parent  

Salem 

 

 

I am a parent of two sons in the district and I would like to voice my support for changing how we vote 

for school board members to voting by zone. I was very discouraged when I heard how much money has 

been necessary to run successful campaigns for school board positions in the past. Campaigning district 

wide to create name recognition seems like a near impossible feat for individuals who do not possess 

the business and political connections nor financial means that current and past school board members 

posses. Not having deep pockets or friends with deep pockets does not mean you are less qualified; I 

believe you would all agree with that. Let's make our elections more equitable. Let's allow the voters of 

each zone to pick their representative. I believe it is in the best interest of our entire district to make this 

change and I think it has the potential to help repair some of the damage that has been done through 

lack of representation for the voices of all students. Students deserve to see themselves represented in 

their board members--and this is one step you could make that can move us in the direction. Please let 

us vote by zone. Thank you.  



Agenda Public Comment: Election of Board Members by Zone 

 

 

Levi Herrera-Lopez 

Community Member  

Salem 

 

 

Greetings, my name is Levi Herrera-Lopez. I'm writing to urge the Board of Directors to approve 

RESOLUTION NO. 202021-3 CONVERTING ELECTION OF SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS TO A BY-ZONE 

SYSTEM. 

Our current election system is conducive to a less representative Board of Directors. It encourages 

involvement from special interest groups looking, not to benefit children, but to hold power. Even more 

troublesome, it takes away accountability of the elected officials to the voters zones they purport to 

represent. 

Every election there are always a couple of thousand people who are misled by our current system into 

thinking they can only vote for their Zone's representative. These voters are effectively disenfranchised 

by our current confusing system. 

It's in your power to pass this today. There is also time to make the logistical changes needed before this 

year's election. I urge you to do so. If you choose to adopt this resolution, but not implement it 

immediately, the community deserves to hear your rationale. 

Thank you.  



Agenda Public Comment: Election of Board Members by Zone 

 

 

Shelaswau Crier  

Community Member  

Salem 

 

 

Dear Salem Keizer School Board Members, 

I am writing to express my strong support for Resolution No. 202021-3 Board Member Elections by 

Zone. Election by Zone will reduce campaign costs, allowing for greater diversity of candidates and 

better representation of communities within our school district. Residents of a Zone should be able to 

select their own school board representative rather than essentially have that choice taken from them 

by the rest of the district. This Resolution is a step in the right direction for Salem Keizer students. 

Peace and blessings, 

Shelaswau Crier  



Agenda Public Comment: Black History Month Proclamation  

 

 

Laurie Dougherty 

Community Member  

Salem 

 

 

If you truly want to honor Black History Month, listen to what BIPOC students are saying and remove 

SROS from schools and use the funds for programs that support learning and student well being.  



Non-Agenda Public Comment: No Reopening of Public Schools Until All Community Members are 

Vaccinated 

 

 

Lee Ogle 

Community Member  

Salem 

 

 

Hello, this is to say firstly, that I strongly oppose the full reopening of public schools in the Salem-Keizer 

School District until AFTER vaccines are available and have been administered to all community 

members. Teachers are not the only people vulnerable to COVID-19, and children and teens of color are 

dying at much higher rates from COVID-19 than white children and teens. SKSD must wait to fully 

reopen public schools in the district until every community member who can has been vaccinated. 

Additionally, SROs do not belong in schools! Cops only criminalize and traumatize people who need 

support, and the funds for SROs should be reinvested into the education of students of color, low-

income students, and students with disabilities. Lastly, school board members must vote to make school 

board elections more just by changing the voting system to zone.  



Non-Agenda Public Comment: Reopening Schools 

 

 

Ivy Clark-Henry 

Community Member 

Salem 

 

 

My name is Ivy Clark-Henry, and I am a concerned community member submitting comment today 

about reopening schools, among other topics. I am in support of Latinos Unidos Siempre and their 

efforts to make their schools safer and more equitable. 

It is too dangerous to reopen schools fully until a COVID-19 Vaccine is readily available and administered 

to all community members. This includes your low-income neighbors, BIPOC neighbors, neighbors 

without healthcare, neighbors with underlying conditions, frontline workers, those above the age of 60, 

students, and teachers. It would be reckless and an endangerment to our city to open fully before this is 

possible. It would be signing the death certificate for many. 

The second item I’m commenting on is to request again that you divest funding from SRO’s and remove 

them from all Salem-Keizer schools. You must reinvest into the education for BIPOC students, low-

income students, and students with disabilities, if you hope to change the lives of children for the better. 

They are fighting for their futures and you need to listen. 

Lastly, School board members must vote to make elections more equitable. The voting system must be 

organized by zone to ensure a successful and smooth transition in May. The next few years will look the 

same as 2020 if you opt to maintain the current power structure.  



Non-Agenda Public Comment:  The School Board’s Equity Lens 

 

 

Ryan Ferries 

Community Member 

Salem 

 

 

To the Board, 

The new “Equity Lens” is counterproductive & harmful. 

Counterproductive because Equity attempts to achieve uniformity of outcome. This is impossible. Even 

children within households achieve different educational outcomes. To no fault of their own or anyone 

else. Thinking we can achieve Equity among wider groups is naïve and harmful. 

Harmful since Equity cannot be accomplished naturally, it becomes necessary to achieve it by altering 

standards, supporting one group/person at another’s expense, and by eliminating all individuality and 

success. Also, what standard are we pursuing? The Board uses the language of “the Dominant Culture” 

(i.e.,White people). This assumes that Whiteness is the standard that students are to meet. That is 

inherently racist! How are non-White students supposed to achieve Equity with White students, and 

vice-versa? They are all individuals, not statistics! Every student, regardless of race or anything else, is 

unique and endowed with particular gifts. To say they need to measure up to some “Dominant-Culture-

Standard” is damaging: it communicates that if their natural gifts and talents do not “equal” that of the 

Dominant Group, then there is something wrong with either them and or with the Dominant Group. This 

trains people to think in terms of Identity, rather than seeing people as equally unique individuals. 

Equality teaches us to treat everyone with the same universal principles. Allowing people to flourish and 

achieve what they can by being responsible with the best of their natural talents and abilities. Equity 

teaches us to think in terms of group-identity/politics, dialectical antagonism, and double-standards to 

achieve the same results; irrespective of individuality and natural gifts. That is, Equity teaches us to be 

envious of others, to look down upon natural gifts and abilities, and to treat people differently and 

harmfully to “achieve” the same outcomes. 

Return to the “Equality Lens.” 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Ferries 


